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9/2 Fettlers Loop, Whitebridge, NSW 2290

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 194 m2 Type: Townhouse
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Located within the highly sought-after 'Fettlers Whitebridge', this recently built property showcases immaculate

presentation within a wonderful lifestyle location, steps from the Fernleigh Track and Whitebridge shops and cafes.

Positioned on a desirable corner lot, the home features a spacious multi-level layout, where contemporary design and a

neutral colour palette enhances the feeling of space within the light-flooded interior. At the hub of the home, the main

living area creates an effortless sense of flow from the lounge room to the stylish eat-in kitchen, with both rooms opening

out onto picturesque outdoor spaces with lush green views. Complementing this are three generously sized bedrooms on

the upper level, and a handy flexi space on the lower level, adjoining the double garage.- Stylish low maintenance living in a

highly sought-after coastal community - Interiors are accentuated by contemporary styling and an abundance of natural

light  - Multi-level layout utilises a practical design to provide plenty of space for all the family- Upper level features three

robed bedrooms, ensuite to the spacious master- Middle level focuses on living space, bookended by sunny balcony off

lounge room and covered entertainer's courtyard off dining room- Modern island kitchen features 20mm stone

benchtops, gas cooking, s/s appliances- Ground level features a tandem double garage and flexible foyer space- Ducted

AC and ceiling fans throughout, attractive and easycare flooring - Steps from Fernleigh Track, with direct access to

Whitebridge shops and cafes- Close to parks and public transport, 1.5km to the uncrowded waters of Dudley Beach - 5

mins to major shopping at Charlestown and Bennetts Green, 15 mins to Newcastle CBD


